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Advocates of a New World Information Order have charged that First-

World press coverage of thelrhirdWorld has over-emphasized coups, conflicts

and natural disasters, as well as a few political, social and economic developments

thought to involve fairly dhort-term rewards and thrents to the W§St. SUoh

covorage Allegedly fails to address the complex web of factors which Weaternera

1
must understand to deal fruitfully with developing countries.

If such charges are valid and reflect news executives' thinking, ethnocentrism

and narrowness of focus ought to show up in western newspaper editorials about the

third world. After all, western editors and publishers see it as quite

appropriate to express personal priorities on their editorial pages.2

A narrow editorial-page agenda seems unfortunate in light of at lrlast

three strands of thought within the social sciences and western media studies:

1. Libertarian press theory, which holds that diversity of available

information and arguments help5consumers find and identify'that which is true

and important?

2. Social responsibility theory, which alleges that the press cannot

discharge its responsibility simply by reporting bare facts. It must report

them in a context which gives them meaning. This role, in turn, seemingly

requires a diverse agenda on the editorial page where, in American journalistic

practice, much analyzing and interpreting are done.

3. A wide range of studies in philosophy, sociology, communication and

other disciplines which suggest that breadth of perspective -- exposure to

diverse points of view -- contributes to human achievement and productivity

in general. Culbertson has reviewed pertinent literature"
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Any tendency to limit one's editorial focus to matters of obvious, direct

concern to one's awn nation may lead to clear differences between FirstA4orld and

Third-world editorial treptment of developing countries. However, surprisingly

few studies have cotpared western ediorials about the third wOrld With hird- .7(rld
6

domestic editorials. ThiS research sought to help fill that gap by fotuSing

on editorials about the Snap election and nearly bloodless revolution in February

1986 which unexpectedly ended the 20-year reign of Philippine President

Ferdinand Marcos. Editorials in four prestigious American papers and two

Filipino dailies were compared.

Studies of news coverage suggest that decision-making processes change

as one moves from domestic to foreign content. Such factors as the expense

of maintaining a foreign bureau,
7

censorship, and rules governing correspondent-

diplomat relationships 8 apply with foreign but not domestic coverage. If news

coverage builds a base for editorials, such differences midht contribute to

variation between domestic editorials about the revolution (here in the Filipino

press) and foreign editorials (here in the American press).

A few scholars have dealt with national and regional differences in editorials.

For instance, Nam found that Filipino newspapers ran more editorials harshly

critical of Ut t. national government durIng the mid=1960s than did the Taiwanese

and Korean press. The researcher attributed this difference partly to Filipino

traditions of vitriolic press criticism and free expression. 9 Also, Lindley

reported at about the same time that Iraqi newspapers tended to attribute social

10and political problems :o imperialism just as western media did to communism.

And Budhakér found more editorial-page coverage of the Bangladesh civil war by

11three Indian papers than by three prestigious U. S. dailies.
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For the most part, studies of editorials have focused on a few descriptive

variables -- positive or negative leaning toward a political figure, party or
12

program, relative emphasis on broad news topic areas such as those defined by

Deutschmann,

attention to

17
intensity,

apparent iAtended function (advocacy, information or entertainment),
14

specific issues or candidate8 ,'
5
geographic location, language

semantic character (report, inference or judgment),
18

and presentation

of stereotypes.
19

While useful, these factors say little about thoroughness of attention to

varied arguments and perspectives. However, thoroughness and variety surely

relate to the oft-alleged narrowness and parochialism ofigestern newsr 20

and the oft-quoted call under social responsibility theory for reporting the

news in a context which gives it meaning.21 The present research addresses these

concerns by adapting for content analysis the notion of agenda diversity used in

audience research by Chaffee and Wilson.22

These sdholars defined agenda diversity as high where 1) people within a

community mentioned manly problems as important in the newsi
23

and 2) those

people disagreed often as to which topic was most important rather than naming

one or a few problems almost to the exclusion of others.

Chaffee and Wilson reported evidence that communities with many media

outlets had relatively high agenda diversity. However, the authors did not

measure topic diversity within a given news outlet. Noting that only a few

studies
25

had looked at content diversity from an information-processing standpoints

they urged such a research focus.26



In one related study of New York Times and Washington Post editorials,

Minor found heavy emphasis on just seven of 13 topic categories related to

the Vietnam War. Fairly low breadth of coverage WP_ inlerred.
27

Predictions here stem largely from the oft-cited assertion by Galtung

and Ruge that the media cover primarily topics which seem relevant and meaningful

28
within the audience's socio-cultural context. These authors focused on news.

This study extends their arguments to content of two nations' editorials.

Comparison of recent U. S. and Filipino papers seems apt to be revealing.

Americans sometimes refer to the Philippines as heir only colony. And even

today, after 40 years of independence, Filipinos often both look back fondly

at the Am ri..:an presence and resent continuing cultural, economic and political

influence in the country by their former "masters." Further, the two countries

retain close economic and military ties. Yet their closeness has often been

made uncomfortable by vastly different social and cultural orientations.29

TVS worth noting here that studies on the impact of editorials have

conflicted. In recent research on American presidential campaigns, Robinson

has noted what he defined as significant impact by editorial endorsements even

after numerous controls were introduced.
30

However, Hurd and Singleary discerned

little if any impact of presidential endorsementsi 31 On the other hand, studies

by Gregg,
32

McCombs,33 and Mclienghan34 have suggested that endorsenents often

affect voting on local and issue-referendum campaigns where news coverage is apt

to be spotty, ixtrty labels are largely irrelevant, and voters have few cues to

go on. Such findings suggest that editorials mgy have.greatest impact when they

show breadth of perspective as defined here (that is, where they deal with varied

topics of local relevance and do not simply focus on a few matters presumed

salient in the national or international arena, and therefore covered heavjly

in news columns).
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Hypotheses

Four hypotheses are tested. The foin-th deals direatly with agenda

diversity or breadV; of perspective within editorials. The first three

hypotheses relate to factors wich probably contribute to diversity,

Specifically, hypotheses 1 and 2 focus on the extent to which editcD-ials

dwell on a few global, widely publicized issues as opposed to arguments,

developments and issues within the nation covered. The third hypothesis

concerns another element Which may detrast frog diversity -- the probable

tendency of any nation s press to deal more extensively w ith behavi or of

its own citizens than with residents of another countxy.

Hypothesis 1. In treatment of the Philippines; editorialli in the U. S.

national prestige press should place more emphasis than do those in the Filipino

newspapers on a few global topics which meet one or more of three conditi:ms.

Firat, these topics have evolved over a long period. Second, they had received

intense recent press coverage at tht. time idatia.-alitarials appeared. And third,

they relate clearly to American interests and U. S.-Filipino relations.

As will be noted later, nine such topics showed up among 22 covered

within editorials and related news. Topics meeting some of the three criteria

should be fairly familiar even to Americans with only superficial knowledge of

and concern about the Philippine . This, in turn, should contribut.6 to editori

emphasis on them in light of two arguments. First, Galtung and Ruge assert

that the news media deal most fully with that which they believe is meaningful

and relevant to news consumers.35 And second, American journalists appeá:f. to

assume their audiences have little interest in international news except Where

intense or long-term coverage and/or obvious relvance to U. S. interests place

it high on the news agenda...36



Studies of news coverage have supported the second of these Arguments.

Ahern
-37

and Rosengren38 have reported that strength and range of economic and

political ties between two countries correlate rather strongly with amount of

news coverage of one country by the other's media. If such ties figure in e0torial
t:tinking, they should come up rather frequently in one country's editorials

about mother as hypothesized here.

Ilypothesis 2. The Filipino piess should focus editoria's more often than
does thb American pr,,ss on many concrete acts and events relating to the campaign,

election revolution and surrounding context.

It's assumed here that most events relating to the Filipino political

drama occurred in that country, not in the United States. Ftrthermore, invoking
39the Galtung-Ruge notion of relevance, these eventa should have clearer

meaning to Alipinos than to AmeriCans. And Filipino editorial Writers should
thus feel mote confident about "sharing meaning" with their readers about theSe

events than would AMerican Writers.

-40Tn related studies of nowa ceVerage, Shaw and Stephenson, AS well as

Weaver and Wilheit, found high percentages of news sources were nAtional=leVe/

executive-branch oifitialS in international wire sterieS packaged for the western
media. Such officials presuMably Often make decisions about and represent a nation
as a whole in Ways seen as relevant to foreign countries. In -contrast, many possible

news sources representing specific sectors (i. e., schools, churches, induS-triesi

ete.) and affecting eventa Within the nations reported on received little attention.
Sociologist such as Fishman-42 Stigest that emphasis on a feW goVernmental sources
stems in part frot beat structures which aid efficiency by routinizing and

legitimizing reliance on a Small nuMber of sources .een as important, reliable

and aCcessibIe.

Nypothesis 34,_ Looking at treatment of concrete recent events, editorials

in either ,k)Untry should deal more often With atta inVolVing Primarily that country

and its oititéna than with acts involving the other country.
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The rationale here is basically the same as tha-t for hypothesis 2.

American readers might have little awareness of, s4y, ex-Gov. Evelio Javier of

Antique Province, an Lquino supporter who was murdered during the campaign.

Likewise, many Filipino readers would hardly know What to make of Sen. James

Sasser, 1)-Tenn., an early advocate of withdrawing 114 S. support from Marcos.

Thus each of these men might gain more attention with actions in his cwn

nation's editorials than in the other nation's.

One study provides some support for this prediction. Sudhaker discovered

greater attention to specifico of the Bangladesh civil war in news and editor4a1

coverage by three Indian papers than by the New York Times Washington Post and

Laz Angeles Times.° Of course, India had maintained a close association with

Bangladesh while the United States had not, In India, the war was a °local" storyg

Hypothesis 4. Overall, Filipino editorials should have greater agenda

diversity, as reflected in H statistics, than would American editorials about

events in the Philippines.

As noted earlier, an editorial agenda is diverse Where a large number of

topics are treated -- and where concentration is not centered on one or a few

topics. Hypothesis 4 really follows from the first three hypotheses if one

assumes that, as suggested by the data collected here:

I. There are relatively few broad, global problems, Charges and other

topics presented in connection with the election scenario.

2. There are a large number of concrete acts and events which might be

noted and evaluated within sach a complex phenomenon as a national election.

3. The Filipino press is more apt than the American press, because of

perceived relevance and consequence to the audience, to focus on concrete acts

and events and their apparent medningd.

9



Hypothesis 4 and research question 1 involve the H-statistic discussed

by Chaffee and Wilson," Kee1e,45 and L .46 As applied to cognitive activity,

H is defined by the following formula:

_tp

1=.1p, (log
2

l/p.)
AA/

lc

In this notations p.= the proportion of all cases falling within the ithI

category.

n=the number of categories in use.

A. =the act of summirg for all categories from 1 through n.

log =logarithm or exponent to the base 2.
2

In this cont nt ana is eanh topic covered is defIned as a category.

And p. is the percentage of all of a newspaper's paragraphs mentioning any

inventoried topic which deal with the ith topic.

Chaffee and Wilson explain that H depends on two logically independent

factors: the nuMber of categories used, and the extent to which observltions

are spread equally over all categories rather than being clustered in one or

a few47

Applying this to the present research, H for a given newspaper depinds

on 1) the number of topics treated in the paper's editorials, and 2) the variation

among percentages of paragraphs relating to all inventoried topics which were

devotcd to each of these topics. We gauge the latter by treating each percentage

for a given newspaper as an observation and computing a standcrd deviation of

All percentages for that paper.

Surely, in light of social responsibility theory as noted earller, diagnosis

f editorial performance by a given pap:sr might usefully focus in part on the

numb=r of topics treated and the variation in emphasis from topic to topic.

This sets the stage for the first researCh question:

1 0
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Research cuestion 1. What correlation, if any, exists between the number

of topics treated editorially And variation in emphasis on any one topic?

In theory, the two components might go hand-in-hand -- breadth of coverage

might stem from forces that also minimize concentration on any one or a few

topics. However, some editors may mention many topics in passing but concentrate

on one or a feu. Pgrther, overall number of editorials on Filipino politics

sure4 influences nuMber of topics presentel but not variation in emphasis among

topics. This difference could weakrza any asscciation between number of topics

treated and variation among percentage "weights" devoted to specific topics.

Methodology

Choice of newspapers. American dailies chosen were four often regarded

as the country's elite national papers -= the Christian Science Monitori Wall Street

Journal, New lork Times and Washington Post 48 These papers were selected

partly because they seemed appropriate for an analysis reported elsewhere,49

of the extent to which the American mdia had a genuine vendetta against Marcos

0
as he and his followers alleged.5 It was felt that such elite papers, more

than others, might have influenced the Reagan administration to Edump" tha

Filipino president.

Choice of Filipino papers was difficult. The most well-established dailies

in the country as of Jarruary 1, 1986 appeared to include the Bullezin TodIL

(later named the Manila Bulletin) and the Manila Daily Express, both controlled

by Marcos eollowere., Interestingly, perusal of editorials in these papers during

the campaign revealed very little mention of substantive election issues or officials'

actions and candidate stands. The Bulletin and Express dealt almost antirely

with the "horse race" -- who uas winning and how -- and on the electoral process

itself. Basically, it appeared this election focused on lad features of the

Marcos regime rather than good things dbmt MArcos or anything good or bad about

his opponent, Corazon C. Aquino. And obviously the "crony press" was -lot inclined

to deal with anti4larcos argumentsi
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In light Of all this, data were collected on two "mosquito" papers, Malaya

and the Philippine Daily Inquirer, which gained considerable fame and circulation

during the campaign. The Inquirer, a weekly with 15,000 circulation prior to

the campaign, became a daily with 300,000 copies sold by March. Malaya also

grew rapidly. Many observers believed that, during the election aftermathi

Filipinos relied heaVily Sn these papers along with the dhurch=owned Radio

51Veritas ano other radio StatiOnS.

Tine period. All 123 editorials in the six papers dealing with the Filipino

election and it8 context between January 15 and March 15 were coded. It seemed

important to focus on the same period within each set of papers so the pool Of

recent events Which might have been addressed was identical from paper to paper.

The campaign began picking up steam around January 15. Apparently few editorials

in the American papers were MiSsed by dhoosing that starting date -- in fact,

only One appeared in any of the four papers prior to January 27.

The election was held on February 7. Protests and procedural disputes

aboUt the vcite count dominated Filipino news until Army Chief of Staff Gen.

Fidel V. RamoS and Defense Minister Juan Ponce Etrile defected from the

MarcOS caMp On FebrUary 22. Marcos finally left for Hawaii on February 25.

Aquino's consolidation of power, release of political prisoners and reluctant

declaration that her government was revolutionary gained some a'Aention in the

AMeriCari press for dbout two and one-haIf weeks after that date. March 15 WAS

-chosen as the concluding date after the researcher noted that the four U. S.

papCrS tan only three editorials about the Philippirns during the preceding

week. Interest obviously had wpned by then.



The American papers ran 38 editorials in all -- 10 in the New York Til-mpAi

8 in the Wall Street Journal, 11 in the Washington Post, and 5 in the Chri-stian

Science Monitor. The Filipino papers carried a total of 85 -- 44 in the

Philippine Inquirer and 41 in Ma/gya.

Topics inventoried. In all, 22 topics treated quite extensively in news

coverage dealt with problems misdeedSand proposed courses of action relating

to the election and revolution. Most topics had to do with developments during

the Marcos years. Only. three issues dealt solely with actions taken by or

urged upon Aquino. These were appointment of cabinet methbers after February 25,

declaration of a revolutionary government so as to void the Marcos constitution

and dissolve the legislature dominated by his followers, and replacement of

local and provincial officials with appointed interim "officers-in-charge."

Nine issues met the criteria specified under hypothesis 1 for "globali

Iong-range" topics. These factors were American press focus on a topic over

a long period, intense recent coverage and clear relevance to U. S.-Filipino

relations. In particular:

1. Growth of the communist insurgency and its military arm, the New People's

Army, had taken place aver at least 17 yearsi

2. Human rights violations (killings, imprisonment without trial and various

kinds of harassment) allegedly occurred at least from Marcos's declaration of

martial law in 1972 until the election.

3. The huge U. S. military bases in the Philippines had been salient

since the early 1970s when the nation's other key Southeast Asian installationi

Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam, was lost to the Vietnamese. Also, the bases obviously

were central to U. S.-Filipino relations.

13



4. U. S. -Filipino relations were also a long-standing concern dating

back at least to the granting of independence to the Philippines in 1946.

5. Five other issues received intense coverage in the U. S. in late

1985 and early 1986. These were fear of election rigging, alleged skimming of

U. S. aid by Marcos, the first family's excessive wealth and opulent lifestyle,

corrupt acts favoring Marcos "croni.,s," and the apparent shipping of money and

good, gbroad.

All nine of these matters should have been "forced" onto the American editorial

agenda by length and/or intensity of media coverage and clear relevance to U. S.

interests. In contrast, the other 13 issues dealt with relatively specific "micro"

level acts, problems and issues within the Philippines. Table 1 lists these

topics.

pperational definition of dependent variables. Ibrpothesis 1 was tested

separately with two dependent measures to strive for some convergent validity:

1. Percentage of editorials in a given paper or nation which discussed

a particular topic. Length or amount of discusSion within an editorial was not

tapped by this measure.

2. Percentage of "topic paragraph mentions" for a given paper or nation's

press which were devoted to a given topic. Such a mention occurred Whenever an

editorial alluded in some way to a topic within a single paragraph. Percentages

here expressed relative emphasis so as to control for total amount of coverage

given to all topics when comparing papers or paper sets.
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With the second of these variables, the paragraph was the unit of analysis.

This could be questioned in that paragraphs certainly differed in length. However,

examination suggested paragraphs differed rElatively little within a given paper.

Furthermore, most analyses focused on percentages of paragraphs within a given

paper or national set of papers. Thus variation in paragraph length between

papers or nations was effectively remaved from play.

Statistics used in testing hypotl,c!sis 4 and answering research question 1

were obtained from a table of values in Keeil/Attention and Human Performance.52

Percentages were rounded off to the nearest one-haIf percent. Where fractional

values resulted, linear interpolation was used to obtain approximate values of

.t,p.,(10g2 1/P1). These figures were summed across topics to obtain an H-statistic

for A given paper.

Findings

Table 1 supports the first hypothesis. A higher percentage of American than

Filipino editorials addressed each of the nine global issues. Based on a

sign test, the probability of such a consistent relationship necurring by chance

is .002.

Put table l_about_herei

Turning to percentages of "topical paragraph mentions," American percentages

exceeded those for Filipino editorials with seven of nine topics. This difference

approached significance(p=.09). The topics which departed from the general

pattern were favoring of cronies and fixing of the election by Marcos --

obviously overriding concerns in Manila.

15



Clearly, then, the American papers focused more heavily than did their

Filipino counterparts on global topics which even the distant or casull observer

might have meaning for. On the other band, based on topical paragraph mentions,

the Filipino press emphasized such concrete, localized topics as payoffs to

potential voters, specific acts of corruption, opulence at Malanang Palace, the

anti-Marcos military-reform movement, an alleged cover-up of the president's

poor health, and President Aquinj eventual declaration that her government

was revolutionary.

In table 2, hypothesis 1 holds quite uniformly from paper to paper. Each

American paper mentioned seven of the nine global topics in a higher percentage

of its editorials than did each Filipino paper (p4 .001).53 The only exceptions

had to do with Marcos cronies (whom the New York Times and Christian Science Monitor

largely ignored) and alleged skimming zs,f foreign aid (which the Wall Street Journal

and Washington Post ignored completely).

Percentages of paragraph mentions, in paredcheses in table 2, reveal a

similar pattern, though with some additional exceptions. Overall,

editorialS focused on global issues

while Filipino papers gave somewhat

American

familiar to the casual, distant observer

more (though not overwhe)ming) emphasis to

day-to-day details of the electoral process and Filipino society.

Put tab1e_2_about_here.

hypotheses 2 and 3 pursue further the idea that Filipino papers, in their

pursuit of day-to-day details, react often to concrete actions and events. Both

hypotheses were supported.

1 6
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Turning first to hypothesis 2, 63% of editorials in Malrya and the Philippine

Inquirer dealt primarily with specific recent actions and events. This compared

with just 32% for the four American papers. The difference was highly significant.

2
(4=23,10, I df, p 44001)

Hypothesis 3 deals only with editorials kgyed to specific events and actionS.

Ten (83%) of the 12 event-oriented U. S. editorials dealt with events and actions

within the United States and/or involving U. S. actors. Turning to Filipino

editorials, only 16% dealt primarily with American events and actors. Orme

again, the difference was as predicted and highly significant. (X
2
=20.53 1 df,

p <.001)

It is of interest to note events that American editors focused upon. Two

editorials dealt primarily with Marcosls arrival in Hawaii, two with discovery

of Narcosls wealth and related documents after the partyls arrival, two with

the New York Times revelation of January 23 that the U. S. Army had regarded

Marcosls claims of heroism during World War II as fraudulent, and four with

President Ronald Reaganls speech of February 10. That spoech praisea apparent

progress toward a real two-party system in the islands, asserted that fraud

apparently had occurred on both sides, and called at least implicitly for

support of Marcos as the declared winner.

One Filipino act which triggered favorable editorial treatment in the Wall

Street Journal was a speech by Aquinols finance minister, Jaime Ongpin, calling

the private sector a kgy to his nation's economic recovery. The other Filipino

move whioh.laci at least one American editorial writer to comment was Marcosls

announcement on February 4 that his controversial military leader, Gen. Fabian

Ver, would oversee the election. Verls resignation had been demanded by many

people in the wake of charges that held masterminded the 1983 assassination of

Ex-Sen. Benigno Aquino.
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HypotheSis 4 held that the Filipino papers would have higher agenda

di':.ersity, as gauged by t}-e H-statistic, than do American editorials. Table 3

provides only partial support here. The ±i±m a Inquirer did have the highest

H value of all 8ix papers. However, Malaya ranked fift:i among the six papers,

trailing all but the Christian Science Monitor. The Monitor registered just

2.69 "bits," while the other five papers fell in the range of 3.23 to 3.60.

Put table 3 aboutihene.

Looking at the two factors which presumably conteLbute to H, the data

show that:

1. Malaya and the Monitor had narrowness in both senses. They covered

few topics (14 in each case of the total of 22) and concentrated to a fairly

high degree on a few issues as shown by high standard deviations. Turning to

table 2, the Mbnitor focused heavily on three global topics: U. S.=Filipino

relations, the bases issue and the communist insurgency. Malaya, on the other

hand, concentrated more heavily than any other paper on three specific local

topics: officers-in-chargaifirst-family opulence and President Aquino's

reluctance to declare her new government revolutionary.

2. Washington Post editorials covered few issues (just 12) but trailed only

the Wall Street Journal in giving nearly equal attention to all iSsues as s4own

by relatively low standard deviations. In fact, table 2 shows that the Post

devoted more than 12.5% of its topical paragraphs to only one issue, election

rigging.

3. The New York Times and Philippine Inquirer covered a lot of issues

(18 in each case). However, these papers failed to "run away from the pack"

lith very high H-statistics because they had moderately high standard deviations.

Both papers concentrated heavily on election rigging.

18
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Research question 1 deals with a possible correlation across newspapers

between nuMber of topics covered and variation among topic-paragraph percentages.

The Spearman rank correlation between these two variables was only a non-significant

-.06. Within this data set, then, number of topics and variation in treatment

accorded them appeared to be quite separate.

As an aside; H correlated as assumed with the two contributing factors.

Spearman coefficients were positive (at .80) with nuMber of topics covered; but

negative (at ....49) with standard deviations far UTS six papers. Neither

correlation was significant (with just six newspapers, ra would need to reach

at least .82 to differ significantly from 0 at p=.05). However, these moderate

to high correlations suggest that both number of topics and equality of emphasiz

deserve attention in studying breadth of editorial coverageo each affecting H.

Summary and Conclusions

This study focused on editorials dealing with the February 1986 Filipino

snap election and revolution which ended the reign of President Ferdinand Marcos.

All 123 related editorials in six newspapers during a two-month period were coded.

Included were the four American national elite papers, the New York TiMes, Wgll

Street Journal, Washington Post and Christian Soi-ence Nbnitor, along with two

influential independent papers in the Philippines, Malaya and the Philippine

Daily Inquirer.

As expected, the American editorials concentrated heavily on global, broad

topics which should have been familiar even to casual, distant observers of the

.Phiiippines. These issues met one or more of three criteria -- Iong4erm evolution,

intense recent news coverage, and direct relevance to presumed American interests.
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Also as expected, the Filipino papers dealt more heavily, though

not predominantly, with day-to-day evants and micro-level issues within

the Philippines.

Both sets of findings squared with the assertion by Galtumg and, Ruge

that news media deal primarily :.th topics seen as meaningful and relevant

within news corsumers1 socio-cultural contexts.54

The H-statistic geuged agenda diversity of editorials in each paper.

Filipino papers were expected to offer relatively rich editorial agendas

because of their focus on numerous local: events and related topics; This

expectation wes borne out, with ruspect to the Inquirer, but not with Malaya.

The study examined two facets of agenda diversity -- nuMber of topics

addressed and the extent to whiCh a paper gave nearly equal emphasis (gauged

by percentage of paragraphs) to the topic3 covered. As expected, number of

topics correlated positively, and standard deviations of percentages negatively,

with H-ctatistics for individual papers. Furthermore, the lack of any real

correlation between these two factors (number of topics and standard dev!ation)

suggests they deserve separate attention in analyzing news-agenda dtversity.

One caveat seems in order. Equal coverage of all issues is doubtless

An unreasonable, even undesirable, goal -- come topics in apy campaign doUbtless

seem more Important than others. Perhaps future research could compare actual

press emphasis with that which seems optimum to carefully chosen experts. However,

the choice of experts is bound to be arbitxary. In any case; concentration of

moat attention on just one or a few issues seems apt to be questionable. Surely

the optimum standard deviation among topic percentages normally would lie

somewhere between the two extremeso
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In future research, the "global vsi specific" distinction among topics

needs refinement. The underlying notion here was that a giobal issue

would be of interest even to casual, relatively uninformed, distant observers

because of intense and/cr lengthy press ;average -- amd/or because of

clear relevance to the observers' own natio:vend lives. This definition may

or may not correlate highly with the notions of abstractness and broad scope

in space and time sometimes associated with the word glebal.

Looking at American press performance, there were some apparent negatives.

U. S. editorials focused quite heavily on a few iadbal, obvious issues while

making few attempts to acquaint readers with concrete events or personalities

in the Philippines. Of the four U. S. papers, only the New York Times gave

editorial-page attention to more than two-thirds of the topics inventoried.

Readers who relied solely on editorials might have gained little or no

inkling of Marcos payoffs, arrests of journalists, the naming of controversial

mumicipal and provincial offers-in-charge, and many other important topics

which became salient before and after the election.

However the American press held its own as to agenda diversity overall

when compared with tuo aggressive Filipino papers which grappled daily with the

election and its context. Supporters of the western media might also make

these points:

1. As a world power, the U. S. must attehd to a number of troublesome

issues at any one time. It could hardly 19 expected to devote more editorials

than it did -- about one per week in each paper -- to a relatively small, distant

country such as the Philippines. And of course, number of editorials helped

determine agenda diversity.

2 1
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2. Nitty gritty details of an event should be a focus of news coverage

rather than editorials. The two go hand in hand. A study of American

news coverage of the election campaign i8 underway.

3. Malaya and the Philippine Daily- Inquirer provide an Imperfect

benchmark for gauging U. 3. media performance. These papers had obvious

liberal and Filipine-nationalist leanings which may have led them to downplay

the communist insurgency as a fairly minor problem, ignore U. 3.-related issues

and emphasize symbolic questiuns such as Marcos-family wealth and political

payoffs.

Analyses reported elsewhere suggested that the prestige press led more

than it followed in calling for U. S. abandonment of the Marcos regime. Moreover,

careful reading of the 38 American editorials did not suggest great ethnocentrism.

Eciitors often called for substantial reforms in the Philippines even though

they advocated Marcos's departure only at the eleventh hour. And the four papers

repeatedly urged Reagan not to retain Clark Air Base and Subic Bay Naval Base at

all costs and without regard to the rightS and intereAs of the Filipino peop1e.55

Overall, thri similarities observed here between American and Filipino

editorials, when viewed in structural termS, tended to outweigh the differences.

Agenda diversity did not differ substantially between the two nations. Alsoi

each nation's editorials stressed events in its homeland mure than those abroad.

These results square with Edelstein's conclusion that comparative research shows

minrsimilarities in press performance from society to society -- especially when

6relational factors of conflict, trade and linguistic commonality are considered.5

Certainly the results here indicate that agenda diversity can shed light

on press performance and deserves further emphasis.
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TABLE 1

Percentages of Editorials and. cf Topic Pnragraph Mentione WhiCh Deet with

22' Topizts Relating to the 1986 Filipino Election and Revolution

Percentage of editorials
mentioning topic

Percentage of topic paragraph
mentions dealing with topid

U. S. papers Filipino papers ff. S. papers Filipino papers
Topic (n=38) (n=85) (n=308) (11...473)

Global Topics

GrUng favors to
Marcos cronies 21.1 11.8 3.6 6.1

Election rigging
(intimidation,
abuse of connt,)
etc.)

60.5 42.3 22.7 29.4

Movement of Nhrcos
wealth abroad to
prevent reclaiming
by nation

23.7 7.1 6.5 2.1

Stealing foreign
aid, use for
personal gain

10.5 1.2 1.6 0.2

U. 5.4FiliOino
relatiOna

47.4 71 14.9 3.6.

U. S. military
bases in country 31,6 4.7 5.8 2.1

Poverty, decline
of economy

communist insurgency, .

36.8

52.6

10.6

3.5

6.5

10./7

5.3

0,6
New People's ArMI

Human rights violations.,
including silencing of
press

50.0 21.2 9.4 6.3

Specific, local topics

Denial af media access
to opposition by 10.5 2.4 1.3 2.5
Marcos

Payoffs and favors by 18.4 14.1 2.6 11.2
Marcrm people
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Table 1 (cont.)

Percentage of editorials Percerf.age of topic paragraph

mentioning topic 7kintions decling with topic

Abuses ana activity
of warlords,
Civilian__HoTe
Defense Force

Miscellaneous
corruption of
Marcos regime

Marcos wealth,
opulence

Corruption,
ineffectiveness
of armed forces

Soviet-
Filipino
relations

Fraud in Marcos
war record

Marcos's.health,
cover-up

Marcos control
over media

Aquino cabinet
appointments

Declaration of
revolutionary
government

Aquino choices
of officers-
in-charge

U. S. papers Filipino rapers U. S. papersa Filipino papers.b

2.6

13.2

11.5

28.9

10.5

13.2

79

2.6

2.4

11.8

15.3

12.9

1.2

2.4

2.4

4.7

2.4

0.3 1.3

2.3 4.7

1.9 7.0

4.2 5.5

1f3 0.2

3.2

1.0 2.8

0.8

0.3 7.0

1.3

(label,
provincial)

Percentages sum to 99.8 because of rounding error.

'ercentaget7 sum to 100



TABU! 2

Percentages 0." Editorials and Topic Paragraph Mentions in Each °aper Which

Dealt with 4:a.ch of 22 Topicsa

noic

Global yopis-

Iranting favors to
Marcos cronies

Election rigging
(intimidations_
abuse of counti
etc.)

govement of Itarcos
wealth Abroad to
prevent reclaiming
by nation

Meall7Ag foreign
Aid, use for
perwmal gaih

I. S.-Filipino
relations

S. military
bases in country

4omemtyv_decline
of economy

'ImmOniat:ineurgisflor,
New People's irMI

rumen righte_violOtiones
including ailenting of
press

Specifici_local_topics

enial Of_media access
to opposition by
Marcos

ayoffs and favors bY
Marcos people

Philippine New York Wall Street Washington Christian Setience
Inquirer MalEsE2 Times JamrmaI_ _Post Monitor_

11.4
(6.5)

40.9
(30.5)

_4.5

(3.0)

2.3
(0.5)

11.4
(8.0)

_6,8
(3;5)

9.1
(3.5)

6.8
(1.5)

27;3_
(8.5)

4.5
(6.0)

9.1
(9.0)

9.8
(6.0)

43,9
(29.0)

_9.8_
(2.0)

I /111.

2.h
(06)

2.11

(1.0)

12.2
(6.0)

=1 *No

14.6
(5.0

10.3
(1.0)

70.0
(28.5)

30.0_
(8.0)

20.0

(3.5)

40.0
(6.5)

30.0
(5.5)

30.0
(5.5)

60.0
(11.0)

50.0
(9.0)

20.0
(2.0)

30.0

0.5)

37.5
(9.0)

50.0
(14.5)

12.5
(1.5)

37.5
(13.0)

12.5
(1.5)

(13.0)

62.5
(13.0)

75;o
(12.0)

12.5
(1.5)

25.0
(4.5)

18.2
(5.0)

_45.4
(20.5)

18.2
(11.0)

45.4
(11.0)

27.3
(6.5)

36.4

(66)

36.4
(96)

45.4
(12.5)

9.1
(1.5)

11.1
(1.5)

77.8 _

(26.5)

22.2
(2.5)

22,2

(2.5)

65.7
(30.5)

55.6
(10.0

22.2

(2.5)

55.6
(9.0)

33.3 _

(6.5)

11.1
(1.5)

11.1
(1.5)

19.5
(13.0)
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Topic

rases and_activity
)f wArl'rds,

l'ome

)efelse Force

Philippine New York WaIl Street Washington Christian Science
Inquirer Malaya Times Journal Post Monitor

4.5 10.0
(3.0) (1.01

scellaaous 9.1 12.2 30.0
.or,nption of (5.0) (5.0, (3.5)
Wrcos :7egime

reQs Wealth,
puleme

:1.4 19.5 lo.o
(3.oN (10.0) (1.0)

.W00.402

....MP N.

010

18.2
(6.5)

18.2
(5.0)

Irruption, 15.9 9.8 4o.o 25.0 27.3
neffeeivenes3 (6.5) (5.0) (4.5) (6.0) (5.0)
)f armed forcev

mlet=
Ilipino
elations

nad in Marcos
ar record

rcos's health,
over-up

2.3
(P.5)

AwAmull

rcos control 4.5
ver media (2.0)

aino cabinet
ppointments

dlinwmAA1..

IMAIMAWNI

miammwaba

(2.5)

22,2
(2.5)

.1.6.04100

W0 .W.A.0

20.0
(2.0)

10.0

25 .0

(3.0)

25.0 IMMO MO

WAIMIM

0040

11.1
(3.5) (3.0) (1.5)

4.9 10.0 25.0 ~NM..

(5.0) (1.0) (M) .WM=0 NOW

11:10.0

4040.

ow:MONI Am. mlw wwWw, WIWW.101W

cIaration of 9.8 12.5
evolutionary (12.4) (1.5)
overnment

mino choices
f officers-
m-charge
local,
?rovinciaI)

.A)
2.4
(1.o)

- - w1011
1=1:0

.00.11WIMD

almamed.

/WS

amoMmIll

momr.O.O.

mo.,01111

No; of topic
paragraph mehtions 197 266 91 68 63 79

aIn each cell, the number in parentheses is the percentage of a paper's topic paragraphmentions focusing on the topic denoted in the corresponding row. The number outsideparentheses is the percentage of a paper's editorials dealing with that topic.

The numbers of editorials were 44 for the ftlIippine I, hi in Malaya, 8 tn
the Wall Street Journal, 10 in the New York Times, iI2EVI Washington Poet, and
9 in the Christian Science Monitor. 13737GfinEag8 for nuMber of-topic paragraph mentions
summed to 100 except for rounding error within a given newspaper. However, since many
editorials mentioned more than one topic, percentages of editorials far any given paper
exceed 1000
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TABLE 3

H-statisticsi Standard DeviatiOnd for Paragraph Mentions

and NuAbers of Topica Covered by Six Newspapers

Newspaper H-statistic Standard Deviation Number of Topics

Philipine Dai]zr
Inquirer

New York Times

WaII Street Journal

4ashington Post

Malgya

Christian Science Monitor

3.60

3.55

3.49

3.37

3.23

2.69

6.35

6.04

5.13

5.45

6.65

8.01

18
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